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CDP and the financial services sector
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The CDP system: linking finance and business to 
reduce risks



680+ investors with US$131 trillion in assets
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200+ supply chain members with over US$5.5 trillion in purchasing power

13,000+ companies responding through CDP

1,080+ cities disclosed environmental information

86+ states and regions measured their environmental impacts

Who we work with – the numbers



Mainstreaming environmental transparency

Source: CDP

64%

14,000

of global companies by 

market capitalization use CDP.

Organizations reporting to 

investors and customers 

through CDP.



 TCFD recommendations highlight the importance of 

indirect financing impacts alongside the disclosed 

operational impacts.

 Expanded focus of disclosure to lending, underwriting & 

investing activities

 CDP’s financial services questionnaire 

 Create a positive feedback loop to:

o improve disclosure from companies and cities;  

o improve data availability system-wide.
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Financial 
services 
sector 

(portfolio 
impact)

Corporates 
(operational impacts)

Investors

Financial services sector: the missing link



Why forests and water security matter 
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The financial sector holds the 

power and the capital to drive 

change

Disclosure drives action

700x
operational emissions

Financed emissions are 

more than

40%
When investors were 

requested to disclose 

on climate 

US$155 tn

Banking industry  

has assets worth

Financial sector has significant environmental impact

US$ 677bn

Potential 

financial impact 

of risk 

Cost to manage 

risk

US$ 2bn

The potential financial impact 

figure dwarfs the cost to 

manage the risks

Reduced financing of 

fossil fuels



Why nature matters to financial institutions
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Stranded assets report

HIGH AND DRY: HOW WATER ISSUES ARE STRANDING ASSETS
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The global water crisis is already leading to stranded assets 

at some of the world’s largest companies.

There are significant financial risks for global asset managers 

and national governments with shareholdings in companies 

with high water usage.

Financial institutions need to understand their exposure to 

water risks and take steps to prevent them. They can do this 

by increasing transparency: assessing the problem, 

disclosing the findings, and engaging with investors.

New report to be published on May 5th



…attention is turning to nature



Evolving standards and regulation

 SBT for nature will incentivise regenerative, restorative and 

transformational actions within the nature framework to 

complement the climate activities of companies.

 Partnership on Biodiversity Accounting Financials (PBAF) will 

launch standard in 2022

 Current and emerging regulation 



CRITICAL MITIGATION
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The science – there is no 1.5⁰C without reducing 
deforestation

 All pathways to keeping us below 

1.5 degrees in the IPCC report 

require active removal of carbon 

from the atmosphere

 Proven and cost-effective 

‘technology’ to remove GHGs from 

the atmosphere

 Halting deforestation and 

reforestation is critical for us 

achieving 24-30% mitigation 

potential



Financial institutions are currently more focused on 
climate change…
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Forests and water security disclosure for 

the financial services sector: 

CDP questionnaire
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2020
 Launch first 

questionnaire for the 
finance sector, 
focused on financed 
emissions

 Following 
consultative 
approach to co-
develop metrics with 
industry

2020
 Pilot forests related 

metrics for the 
finance sector

 10 banks, with a 
focus on Southeast 
Asia

2021
 Expand scope of pilot 

to include banks, 
investors and 
insurers with targeted 
SEA and LatAm 
financial institutions

 15+ financial 
institutions disclosed 
on climate and 
forests metrics

 Technical working 
group developed 
water related metrics

2022
 CDP’s standard 

climate change 
questionnaire 
includes nature 
modules (forests + 
water and 
biodiversity)

 Full sample of 1,200+ 
institutions invited to 
disclose

 Move towards 
Integrated 
questionnaires 
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CDP and the financial services disclosure evolution



(C-FS0.7) Which activities does your organization undertake, and which 

industry sectors does your organization lend to, invest in, and/or insure?

Financial institutions will only need to report on nature 
if it is material for their business 

18Full tables not shown Full list not shown



The FW-FS module is at the end of the 
C-FS questionnaire
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2022 MODULES

C0 Introduction

C1 Governance

C2 Risks and opportunities

C3 Business strategy

C4 Targets and performance

C5 Emissions methodology

C6 Emissions data

C7 Emissions breakdown

C8 Energy

C9 Additional metrics

C10 Verification

C11 Carbon pricing

C12 Engagement

C13 Other land management impacts

C14 Portfolio impact

C15 Biodiversity

C16 Sign off

SC Supply Chain

FW-FS Forests and Water Security 

(FS only)

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

Sections within the module are 

comparable to the climate change 

modules

Climate change

Forests & Water Security



Forests & Water Security module overview
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0 2 4 6 8

FW-FS Communications

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Risks and opportunities

FW-FS Governance

Number of questions

FW-FS module overview by section

New question

 Total number of questions in the 

new module: 33

 Focussed on banking, investing 

(asset managers and asset owners) 

and insurance underwriting

 CDPs current scope of “forests” and 

“water security”:

 Commodity-driven deforestation

 Freshwater quality and quantity



Forests & water security: governance

@CDP21

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

Governance (5 Qs)

Board oversight (4 Qs)

Management responsibility (1 Q)

 Board-level oversight of forests- and/or water-related issues provides an indication of the importance of these issues to 
the business. 

While it is most important for a member of the board to have responsibility for forests- and/or water-related issues, 
assigning specific management-level responsibility indicates the organization is committed to implementing its forests-
and/or water-related strategy.

NEW MODULE



Forests & water security: risks & opportunities

@CDP22

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

Risks & opportunities (8 Qs)

Portfolio risk assessment (2 Qs)

Due diligence and credit risks assessments (2 Qs)

 For financial institutions, deforestation and water insecurity can pose significant challenges and opportunities, now and 

in the future, via the companies and activities they lend to, invest in and insure in the real economy. 

 Financial institutions are requested to disclose substantive forests- and/or water-related risks and opportunities. 

Evaluating risks and opportunities over a range of time horizons allows for a strategy for the transition to a deforestation-

free and water secure future.

NEW MODULE

Risk and opportunity disclosure (4 Qs)



Forests & water security: risks & opportunities

@CDP23

(FW-FS2.2a) Indicate the forests- and/or water-related information your organization 

considers about clients/investees as part of your due diligence and/or risk 

assessment process, and how this influences decision making.

 Financial institutions are requested to report on what forests- and/or water-related information they consider, about which 
clients/investees, and whether that is enough for them to make informed lending, investment and/or insurance underwriting 
decisions and mitigate environment-related risks within their portfolio(s).



Forests & water security: business strategy

@CDP24

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

NEW MODULE

Business strategy (7 Qs)

Strategy and financial planning (1 Q)

Scenario analysis (1 Q)

Products and services (2 Qs)

Policy framework (2 Qs)

Financing agreements (1 Q)

 Financial institutions are asked how forests- and/or water-related risks and opportunities will affect business strategy.

 By launching financial products that support forests and/or water security or by setting out requirements for 
clients/investees in the policy framework, the financial sector can play a key role in the transition to a deforestation-free, 
water secure future. 



Forests & water security: business strategy

@CDP25

(FW-FS3.3a) Provide details of your existing products and services that enable 

clients to mitigate deforestation and/or water insecurity.

 Investments in low carbon technologies and climate-related 
products, such as green bonds and sustainability-linked 
loans are on the rise. Financial institutions are requested to 
report on those in C-FS4.5a

 In FW-FS3.3a, financial institutions are asked about 
products or services that aim to mitigate deforestation 
and/or water insecurity

Columns 4 and 5



Forests & water security: business strategy

@CDP26

(FW-FS3.4a) Provide details of the policies which include forests- and/or water-related 
requirements that clients/investees need to meet

 To help manage risks associated with forest risk commodities and water security, organizations should integrate forests-
and water-related issues into their existing policy framework

 This can include setting forests- and/or water-related criteria that clients or investees are required to meet, such as having 
a documented forests and water policy

Criteria required of clients/investees (column 8)



Forests & water security: engagement

@CDP27

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

NEW MODULE

Engagement (8 Qs)

Engagement with clients/investees (3 Qs)

Shareholder voting (1 Q)

Engagement with smallholders (2 Qs)

Engagement with regulators (2 Qs)

 In order to drive change in the real economy, financial institutions must engage with their clients/investees on forests- and 
water-related issues.

 Investors can also influence their investee companies on several issues, by exercising their voting rights. 



Forests & water security: engagement
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(FW-FS4.1a) Give details of your forests- and/or water-related engagement strategy 

with your clients.

@CDP

Details of engagement (column 4)

 Engagement with clients on forests- and/or water can take many different forms.

 For example, running campaigns to educate clients to engagement strategies targeted at specific clients to driving best 
practice and ameliorate forests- and water-related issues.



Forests & water security: engagement
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(FW-FS4.3) Does your organization provide financing and/or insurance to 

smallholders in the agricultural commodity supply chain?

@CDP

 Access to credit/insurance for smallholder producers is a pertinent issue. 

 In some cases, a lack of access to credit is driving behaviours that result in deforestation, conversion of natural 
ecosystems and/or impacting watershed health.

Smallholders are small-scale 

agricultural producers with high 

dependence on family labour, 

generally having low levels of 

productivity, small land 

footprint, significant economic 

and information constraints 

and/or farmers profit being the 

primary source of income for 

the smallholder and their family



Forests & water security: portfolio impact

@CDP30

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

NEW MODULE

Portfolio impact (4 Qs)

Measurement of portfolio impact (1 Q)

Finance/insurance to FRC* supply chain (3 Qs) FORESTS ONLY

Metrics for measuring portfolio impact on forests and water security are in their infancy, so the first question allows 
financial institutions to explain if they are assessing their portfolio impact, and if they use any KPIs to measure impact on
forests and/or water security.

 Such metrics are helpful in building the foundation for financial institutions to track progress, inform actions and set 
targets.

 Financial institutions can evaluate indirect impacts on forests by measuring how much finance and insurance is directed 
to clients/investees involved with key commodities and assessing the proportion of those clients/investees managing their 
own impact on forests. 

*FRC: Forest risk commodities



Forests & water security: portfolio impact
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(FW-FS5.2) Does your organization provide finance or insurance to companies 

operating in any stages of the following forest risk commodity supply chains, and 

are you able to report on the amount of finance/insurance provided?

@CDP

 A few key agricultural commodities 
cause more than 60% of forest loss in 
Latin America and Southeast Asia.

 Understanding concentrations of FRC 
related assets in portfolios will enable 
financial institutions to understand 
where there is the potential for 
deforestation impacts.

 Financial institutions are encouraged to 
assess indirect impacts on forests by 
clients/investees in upstream and 
downstream stages.

FORESTS ONLY



Forests & water security: communications

@CDP32

FW-FS MODULE 2022

FW-FS Governance

FW-FS Risks and 

opportunities

FW-FS Business strategy

FW-FS Engagement

FW-FS Portfolio impact

FW-FS Communications

NEW MODULE

Communications (1 Q)

Communication on response to forests/water (1 Q)

 Best practice in corporate environmental reporting is to integrate non-financial metrics and data into mainstream financial 
reports. 

 This question asks about communication of the organization’s position on deforestation and water security outside of 
their CDP response.



Terms of disclosure and capacity building 

support
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Terms for responding for FS
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 public score (except if 

first time responder)
 private score  not scored

Climate 

change
Forests

Water 

security

See details on public vs. non-public response in our Companies FAQs

One climate change questionnaire with an additional forests & water security 

module

Response can be public or non-public

If response submitted before scoring deadline of July 27th : 

https://www.cdp.net/en/companies-discloser/how-to-disclose-as-a-company/faqs-for-companies#1-post


Scores and score reports

Separate scores for climate change and forests

One dedicated score report per theme



Key resources

 Disclosure platform guide

 Guidance for companies

 Reporting Guidance 2022

 Scoring Introduction

 Scoring Methodology 2022

Reports:

Lending Forests a Hand (results from 2020 climate change & forests pilot)

The Time to Green Finance (CDP’s inaugural financial services disclosure report 2020)

https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/001/573/original/CDP-disclosure-platform-guide.pdf?1524239399
https://www.cdp.net/en/guidance/guidance-for-companies
https://guidance.cdp.net/en/guidance?cid=30&ctype=theme&idtype=ThemeID&incchild=1&microsite=0&otype=Guidance&tags=TAG-13071%2CTAG-605%2CTAG-599%2CTAG-600
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/guidance_docs/pdfs/000/000/233/original/Scoring-Introduction.pdf?1639144388
https://guidance.cdp.net/en/guidance?cid=30&ctype=theme&idtype=ThemeID&incchild=1&microsite=0&otype=ScoringMethodology&page=1&tags=TAG-605%2CTAG-13071
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/reports/documents/000/005/567/original/CDP_financial-services-climate-change-forests-pilot_2021.pdf?1614156668
https://cdn.cdp.net/cdp-production/cms/reports/documents/000/005/741/original/CDP-Financial-Services-Disclosure-Report-2020.pdf?1619537981


Terms of pilot disclosure 

Capacity building support – April to September 2022
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Date Region Session name Registration link

26 April Asia Pacific Questionnaire deep dive webinar

Register here

4 May Asia Pacific Measuring and disclosing on financed emissions and 

target setting

11 May Asia Pacific Moving beyond climate - climate and nature-related 

disclosure

18 May Asia Pacific Practical use of CDP data

12 May Latam Introduction to climate change and carbon pricing for 

financial institutions

Register here

6 July Latam Regulation in Brazil and the importance of stress tests

8 Sep Latam Capital Markets and Climate Change: practical tools

https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_beOC5HaSQEOMg8Rsr-U6Vg
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZArceipqjgtGdwzSfxKyZYBO3Ccsqjmr7RK?_x_zm_rtaid=swXZgGv5Q-ujhkJ8ZO0niQ.1651146369413.8bf9b298d3fc3e0d58f75f0bd1393caf&_x_zm_rhtaid=466


The 2022 disclosure timeline

Submission 

deadline to receive 

a score is July 27

February May June

Online Response 

System (ORS) opens 

w/c April 11

Official request 

letters sent to 

companies

Questionnaires and 

guidance available

January March April July

Disclosure 

webinar series

Virtual 

Workshops

Scoring 

methodologies 

published

https://www.cdp.net/en/events/europe-disclosure-webinars


Q&A
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Thank you


